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Introduction

Higg is the sustainability 
insights platform.
Our software tools gather and organize primary data 
from each step of the value chain, so that you can 
understand – and improve – your entire impact. 



Unlock a complete 
view of your business’ 
sustainability.
From materials to products, from factories to 
stores, from emissions to working conditions, 
Higg allows you to accurately measure your 
environmental and social impact.
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Introduction  |  Platform Features

Measure
Assess your value chain 

performance within 
established standards.

Manage
Uncover risks and areas for 

improvement with 
comprehensive analytics.

Share
Engage customers and 

stakeholders with data-backed 
claims and reports.
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Introduction  |  Measure

Using the Higg Index, our measurement tools help you:

● Assess water use, waste management, energy use, and 
more at facilities (FEM)

● Measure social impacts such as wages and safety (FSLM)
● Estimate product impact from materials to end-of-use (PM) 
● Compare the environmental impact of materials (MSI)
● Measure impact of corporate operations, including 

packaging, transportation, and retail locations (BRM)

Assess your value chain 
performance within 
established standards.
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Introduction  |  Manage

Our data management tools enable you to:

● Visualize supplier performance
● Identify supply chain hotspots
● Compare your facilities to benchmarks
● Download raw data for additional analysis
● Track and encourage assessment completion 

by suppliers

Surface trends with the 
analytics tool



Adoption Subscriptions & Services
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Our upgraded platform subscriptions provide your team with 
additional tools, resources, and hands-on support – to help you 
at any point on your sustainability journey. 

● Automate supplier engagement, to free up your team's time 
and resources

● Support your efforts to meet Sustainable Apparel Coalition 
membership requirements (if applicable)

● Maximise your use of analytics and APIs to integrate insights 
into other parts of your business

We can help your team get 
the most out of Higg. 

Example subscribers to 
advanced services

Higg  |  Subscriptions & Services
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Facility Engagement

Our team will lead many of the operational tasks that are 
typically involved in managing Higg rollout – from Higg 
account matching to email engagement with facilities.

We’ll free up your team's time, so that you can focus on 
more strategic sustainability efforts, such as developing 
remediation and performance improvement plans.

Organizations can leverage our services at any point in 
their reporting period or adoption cycles.

Increasing Higg 
engagement across 
your supply chain 



Setup 

Setup management: you’ll send us a list of the value 
chain partners that you’re requiring to implement 
Higg. We process and upload the list to the platform, 
match the list  to any existing Higg IDs, and send 
individual invites and module share requests to 
those accounts. 

Additional optional services include bulk upload of 
facility custom IDs and tags for Higg accounts.
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Facility Engagement  |  Setup



Automated emails 
A core component of our facility engagement services is our 
email communications package. 

We see that increasing email engagement leads to higher 
completion rates – and with our email nurture campaign, 
facilities receive specific messages tailored to their progress 
within assessments. 

● Automated email campaigns that drive completion
● Customized emails to get facilities registered
● Additional email templates for brands 
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Facility Engagement  |  Communications



A customer success manager is a dedicated Higg 
resource for both your team and your value chain 
partners. We’re here to help support successful use of 
our platform – so that you have accurate timely data 
about your business’ impact. *Advanced level

● Biweekly progress reports 
● End of cadence report
● Monthly check-in calls

Dedicated CSM for 
a full year
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Facility Engagement  |  Support
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Adoption Tool



Overview 
The Adoption Tool allows Higg users to monitor and 
manage their value chain partners’ progress on the 
platform. You can manage the adoption of Facility 
Modules (FEM & FSLM) and the Brand & Retail 
Module (BRM).

● Track facility module completion progress in 
segmented cohorts (i.e. create regional or 
tier-based cadences). 

● Additionally by implementing this custom 
segmentation of your cohort - the cadences 
can be used as a filter in the analytics tool to 
help you evaluate how certain segments of 
facilities are performing.

● Advanced tracking allows you to maximise the  
targeted custom email communications to 
your supplier base. 
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Adoption Tool |  Overview
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Adoption Tool | Features

Identify Higg Accounts
To identify accurate Higg accounts in the system: 

● Search for accounts using the individual account 
lookup tool

● Upload a list of accounts in bulk



Monitor progress
The Adoption Tool provides visibility to each 
account’s assessment progress through each stage 
and milestone, including module acquisition, 
self-assessment posting, verification completion, 
and shared status.
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Adoption Tool | Features
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Adoption Tool | Features

Module Share Request
Adding an account to an adoption cadence triggers an 
automatic module share request.

The recipient will be prompted to review and accept 
the share request, once they acquire the module.



Automated platform emails 
The “adoption emails” are a tool feature that can be enabled 
within the platform for all of your cadences.

Once activated, cadence members are entered into the Higg 
nurture email campaign, in which accounts receive specific 
messages tailored to their progress within assessments. 

● Event-triggered

● Time-triggered (time spent in status)

● Countdown to deadline

20

Adoption Tool | Features 
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Driving Higg FEM Adoption: Best Practices

1
Get started early 

Module Adoption Campaign launch date:  November 2022

Module purchase date:  31st December 2022

Post/Share date:  April 30th 2023

2
Communicate the value

Launch with clear requirements and purpose driven message

Engage internal senior leadership to drive alignment across all stakeholders

3
Leveraging direct facility unit relationships

Align with Facility relationship managers to promote Higg requirements

Define business requirements that assist with Facility compliance

Leverage available Facility support resources, trainings, and webinars



Analytics Tool



Overview 

The Analytics tool dashboard summarizes results, 
progress and content from the Higg FEM. The tool is 
intended to accelerate your ability in understanding 
the environmental management practices of your 
supply chain, through a real-time dashboard 
connected to Higg data. 

This tool is accessible to all Expanded and Advanced 
users. 

2
3

Analytics Tool |  Overview
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Analytics

Gain additional visibility into facility environmental 
performance. With our Analytics tool, you can see 
see who is leading and who is falling behind; 
compare your facilities’ performance with relevant 
benchmarks; and compare segments on key 
measures.

● Gain additional visibility into facility 
environmental performance.

● See who is leading and who is falling behind
● Compare your facilities’ performance with 

relevant benchmarks

Visualizations of 
impact & performance



Understand your 
year-over-year performance
● See year-over-year trends for areas such as average FEM 

scores or total GHG emissions 
● Understand changing sources for emissions or water use
● Apply filters (i.e. tags, country, industry, processes) to 

create segmented views of data 

Additionally, users can apply specific facility production 
volumes to the shared facility environmental data, using the 
Supply Impacts feature. 
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Analytics  |  Features
 



Uncover risks and 
areas for improvement
● Average section scores, levels achieved, 

country data, and top risk areas – based on 
shared Higg facility assessments

● Supplier performance by country and 
high-risk areas

● All data and visualizations can be exported 
for use offline, or integration into other 
business tools
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Analytics  |  Features
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Analytics Tool | Features

Features Overview
● 3 sections 

● 12 charts 

● 3 download options for every graph

● 27 Filter options 

● Save View Option



Monitor progress
The Analytics Tool provides visibility to be 
able to visualise year-over-year trends in the 
data shared with you for areas such as 
average FEM scores or total GHG emissions. 

2
8

Analytics Tool | Features
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Analytics Tool | New Chart

Levels Achievement

Earlier this year we  updated the levels chart from 
the Analytics first iterations to show year over 
year progress within levels achieved. 

This chart displays level achievement by FEM 
section. It is a count of assessments by their 
highest level achieved in that section, separated by 
verified and self-assessed. 



Total Energy Use

What is the total amount of energy consumed per 
year by this group of facilities?

This visualization provides the brand with insight into: 

● Total facility energy use per year 
● Top 5 facilities with the highest energy 

consumption.
3
0

Analytics Tool | New Chart 2022



Total Waste

What is the total annual waste generated by this 
group of facilities?

This visualization provides the brand with insight 
into: 

● Total waste generated by the facilities
● Total Hazardous vs non-hazardous waste
● 5 highest waste producers 3

1

Analytics Tool | New Chart 2022



Platform Demo


